Government of Bihar
Depa rtment of Art. Culture & Youth
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TENDER No.---24-f--t

Request for tender for fabrication of a model of Kesaria Stupa (East

Champaran)
Tender are invited from reputed firms/artists for fabricating a very
high quality and detailed model of 2 mtrs.x 2mtrs. kesaria Stupa (East
Champaran).

Firms/artists may submit their tender with required details,
documents, etc on or before 5.00 PM on 0l-07-2019 to the Director,
Archaeology, Bihar, Room no. 329, Vikas Bhawan, Bailey Road, Patna800015. For details, please visit www.yac, bih.nic.in
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Government of Bihar
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TENDER NOTICE
Tender are invited from experienced and reputed firms/artists for
fabricating a very high quality, detailed model of Kesaria Stupa (East
Champaran) in high quality fibre material in dimension of about
2mtrs.x2mtrs. with commensurate height.
Interested firms/artists who have fabricated at least 3 (three) such
models in last three years may submit the tender on or before 5.00 PM on
01-07-2019 to the Director, Archaeology, Bihar, Room no. 329, Vikas
Bhawan, Bailey Road, Patna-8000 I 5.

Participating frim is expected to hire an expert to do the required
research and prepare a detailed model of Kesaria Stupa (East Champaran).
The participating firms will have to make a detailed presentation about
experience, expertise, past models fabricated by them etc. and submit a
detailed plan for fabrication of Kesaria Stupa model. The firms will be
given 70o/o weightage for technical bid and quality of presentation while
30% weightage will be given to financial bid."
As Directorate of Archaeolgy, Bihar is looking only for a very
high quality and detailed model, only firms capable of fabricating very high
quality model with maximum possible detail shall apply.
The tender application should contain such documents as necessary
certificates regarding their background experience, pAN, GST, Income Tax
Return of last three years in an envelope super scribed as "Technical Bid",
Financial bid should be placed inside a separate envelope, super scribed
with "Financial Bid". Both of these two envelopes should be placed inside a
third envelope super scribed with .,Tender for Kesaria Stupa Models'.
Director, Archaeology reserves the right to reject or accept any or all
tender/tenders without assigning any reason thereof.
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